In this study, 7475-T7351 aluminum strips were subjected to two tensile pre-strain levels of 3% and 5%. Using compact tension C(T) specimens, fatigue crack growth tests were conducted under constant amplitude loading at stress ratios of 0.1 and 0.5 in air and at room temperature. Three fatigue crack growth rate (FCGR) models, namely, Collipriest, Priddle, and NASGRO were examined. To handle the effect of stress ratio on FCGR, Walker equivalent stress intensity factor model was used. Consequently, generalized Collipriest (GC), generalized Priddle (GP), and generalized NASGRO (GN) models were developed and fitted to the FCGR data. It was shown that both GC and GP models fit the FCGR data in a similar fashion. However, the GP model provided a better fit than the GC model. The GN model was found to be the most appropriate model for the data. Therefore, this model may be suggested for use in critical applications, such as aeronautical structural design.
Introduction
High strength age-hardenable aluminum alloys, such as 2XXX and 7XXX, have been the most widely used structural materials in aeronautical industries due to their good mechanical properties and low densities [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
The copper and magnesium bearing alloys (2XXX) are widely used for aircraft and space vehicles. The naturally aged and cold worked 2024-T3 is the most popular alloy of this group due to its good damage tolerance [1] [2] [3] [4] . However, in the form of thick sheet, this alloy is susceptible to exfoliation corrosion [1, 6] .
The zinc and magnesium bearing alloys (7XXX), of which 7075 is the most widely used, have the highest strengths by far. In the conventional peak-aged temper (T6), the thick plates, forgings, and extrusions of 7XXX series alloys are susceptible to stress corrosion cracking (SCC) [1, [6] [7] [8] . The over-aged temper (T7) has been developed to improve the SCC resistance; how-ever, this results in loss of strength compared with the T6 temper [9, 10] .
The need for high strength coupled with good fracture toughness and SCC resistance led to the development of the 7475 alloy [11] . This progress resulted from a considerable reduction in the levels of iron, silicon, and manganese, but also from improvements in thermo-mechanical and heat treatment practices [1, 12] .
In some cases, 7475-T7351 is being used after application of certain levels of pre-strain. Regarding the influence of prestraining on FCGR, few works [13] [14] [15] [16] have been published. Hence, the objectives of this study are: (a) to show the effect of pre-strain on FCGR, and (b) to develop three generalized FCGR models and test them to determine which model provides the best-fit to the experimental data.
Material and experimental procedure
Aluminum alloy plate of 7475-T7351 with a thickness of 76.2 mm was used. The chemical composition is shown in Table 1 . The alloy microstructure consists of a typical unrecrystallized pancake-like grain structure, as shown in Fig. 1 . Strips of 5 mm thickness were machined from the original plate, and then subjected to two tensile pre-strain levels of 3% and 5%. Further, in accordance with ASTM E8 [17] , standard tensile test specimens were machined in the longitudinal direction. The C(T) specimens used for fracture toughness and for fatigue crack growth tests were machined in L-T direction, according to ASTM E647 [18] ; the specimen dimensions are shown in Fig. 2 . Fatigue crack growth tests were conducted on pre-cracked C(T) specimens in accordance with ASTM E 647 [18] . The tests were done under a constant amplitude sinusoidal wave loading at stress ratios (R) of 0.1 and 0.5 using a 100 kN MTS servo-hydraulic machine, interfaced to a computer for machine control and data acquisition. The tests were conducted at a frequency of 30 Hz in air environment and at room temperature. The crack length was measured using a compliance method, in which a clip gauge is used to measure the elastic compliance of the specimen, which tends to increase with crack growth.
Moreover, fatigue crack growth threshold ( K th ) was evaluated using a constant R load reduction "load shedding" method proposed in ASTM E647 [18] . In this method, both maximum and minimum loads applied to a cracked specimen are reduced such that R ratio remains constant. Basically, the stress intensity factor range ( K) is gradually reduced until the FCGR reaches a very small value. According to ASTM E647, K th is about the K corresponding to a FCGR (da/dN) of 10 −10 m/cycle.
Fracture toughness was evaluated by the K R -curve determination at room temperature and in air environment, in the MTS servo-hydraulic testing machine using the C(T) specimens, in accordance to ASTM E561 [19] . The initial relative crack size, a o /W = 0.45 was the same for all the specimens. Two tests were conducted for each pre-strain level. Basically, cyclic loading is applied to introduce a fatigue crack. When the crack reaches the desired length, the fatigue cycling is stopped and the load is gradually increased until fracture occurs. The stress intensity K c is the value of K R at the instability condition determined from the tangency point between the resistance R-curve and one of the applied K-curves.
Fracture surfaces were analyzed in a JEOL scanning electron microscope, model JSM 5510.
Results and discussions

Tensile properties
The results of tensile tests are presented in Table 2 . Both 0.2% yield and ultimate tensile strength increase with an increase in the pre-strain level from 0% to 5%. On the other hand, the total strain to fracture decreases. These results are expected due to the effect of strain-hardening [20, 21] . Table 3 shows the results of the fracture toughness (K c ) tests of 7475-T7351 for all cases of pre-strain studied.
Fracture toughness
The fracture toughness decreases with an increase in the pre-strain level [20] [21] [22] [23] . A pre-straining of 5% causes a reduction of 17% in K c . This is expected and is attributed to the effect of strain-hardening that leads to an increase in material strength. When the strength increases, the strain-hardening exponent decreases. This favors the formation and nucleation of microvoids with void sheet occurrence. This limits crack-tip opening displacement, thereby decreasing fracture toughness.
FCGR modeling
FCGR models
The reason for building models is to link theoretical ideas with the observed data to provide a good prediction of future observations. Modeling of FCGR data has enhanced the ability to create damage tolerant design philosophies.
Paris and Erdogan [24] proposed the most important and popular work. They observed a linear relationship between FCGR (da/dN) and K when plotted on a log-log scale. Paris and Erdogan proposed the power law relationship:
The Paris-Erdogan equation does not consider: (a) the effect of R, (b) the existence of K th , and (c) the accelerated FCGR when the maximum stress intensity factor (K max ) approaches the fracture toughness (K c ). It does not adequately describe FCGR regions I and III; it tends to overestimate region I and underestimate region III. Although the Paris-Erdogan equation is a simplification of a very complex phenomenon, it is still very popular on account of significant engineering interest.
The typical curve of a log(da/dN) − log( K), at a prescribed condition (environment and stress ratio), is sigmoidal in shape. It comprises three regions and is bounded at its extremes by K th and K c . In the intermediate region of the curve, there is a linear relation between log(da/dN) and log( K), as proposed by Paris and Erdogan.
Based on Eq. (1), several FCGR models have been suggested to fit all or part of the sigmoidal curve. In this study, three models that fit all parts of FCGR curve are considered. These models are:
Collipriest model
Collipriest proposed the following inverse hyperbolic tangent function [25, 26] :
where ln denotes the natural logarithm.
Priddle model
Priddle proposed the following function [27] :
Forman and Mettu [28] developed at NASA the following equation:
Eqs. (2)- (4) may be used only to fit one FCGR data set for a given R ratio. If the data at hand are collected at R = 0.1, the fitting models (2)-(4) cannot be used to estimate FCGR at another R, for example, at R = 0.5.
To handle the effect of R on FCGR, Walker [29] proposed the equivalent stress intensity factor model, which is widely accepted. It is given by:
m is a Walker exponent and its objective is to control the spread of the FCGR curves for different values of R; K eq is an equivalent zero-to-tension (R = 0) stress intensity factor range. Knowing that K = K max (1 − R), then:
In Eqs. (2)- (4), substituting K with K eq , putting R = 0, and replacing K th by K 0 , the generalized Collipriest (GC), generalized Priddle (GP), and generalized NASGRO (GN) models respectively may be written as:
C, n, m, p, q, model parameters estimated from experimental data; K 0 , threshold value at R = 0. The influence of R on K th can be described by the most popular empirical equation proposed by Klesnil and Lukáš [30] :
where K th,R is the threshold stress intensity factor range for a given R, K th,0 is the threshold value for R = 0, which equals K 0 , and the γ value is between 0 and 1. The objective of Eq. (10) is to estimate K 0 being used as a fixed parameter in the generalized fitting models.
In Eqs. (7)- (9), R is an independent variable; it implies that two or more FCGR data sets collected at different R ratios can be joined for the statistical analysis. Hence, the generalized fitting models (7)-(9) may be used to interpolate FCGR for R ratios that were not considered in the testing program, thereby reducing both time and cost.
Model fitting
Eqs. (2)- (4) and (7)- (9) are nonlinear regression models. A nonlinear model has at least one parameter (quantity to be estimated) that appears nonlinearly [31] . Nonlinear regression is an iterative procedure, and the basis used for estimating the unknown parameters is the criterion of leastsquares. The fitting was carried out using a routine based on the Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm [32] . The fitting procedure provides (i) parameters, (ii) error estimate on the parameter, and (iii) a statistical measure of goodness of fit.
The least-squares criterion quantifies goodness of fit as the sum of squares of the vertical distances of the data points from the assumed model. That is, the best model for a particular data set is that with the smallest sum of squares. In fact, it is not simple to compare models with different parameters. The problem is that a more complicated model (more parameters) gives more flexibility (more inflection points) for the curve being generated than the curve being defined by a simpler model (fewer parameters). Thereby, the sum of squares of a more complicated model tends to be lower.
To show the effect of R on FCGR, Eqs. (7)- (9) were used for the nonlinear regression analysis. Both GC and GP models use three parameters (C, n, m), while the GN model contains five parameters (C, n, m, p, q) . The objective of p and q is to provide a better fit to data in near-threshold and accelerated regions, respectively. The parameters p and q may be fixed, reducing the model parameters to three. For metallic materials, since the values of p and q are between 0 and 1, they were chosen by trial and error to be 0.20 and 0.80, respectively. Finally, C, n, and m of the selected models may be estimated using a nonlinear regression analysis.
The estimated parameters and the statistical properties for FCGR models are presented in Tables 4-6 . The experimental data and the estimated curves are shown in Figs. 3-5 .
For the cases of 0%, 3%, and 5% pre-strain, a visual examination of the fitting curves reveals that the GC and GP models fit the FCGR data in a similar fashion; however, the latter fits relatively better than the former. The GN model offers the best approximation of the data (Figs. 3-5) .
From Tables 4a-6a, at the 0.05 level of significance, it may be concluded that the estimated parameters (C, n, m) are statistically significant, since their p-values are smaller than the level of significance. The estimated parameters of the GN model are the most significant parameters. This may be confirmed by an examination of the t-value of the estimate. The t-value is the ratio of the estimate to its standard error, the latter being used to compute confidence band of the estimate.
Generally, a high t-value indicates that the estimate is well determined in the model and the confidence band will be narrow.
Conversely, a low t-value indicates that the estimate is poorly determined and the confidence band will be wide. An indication of high or low t-value of an estimate depends on the related p-value (probability) and significance level used. For a given significance level, an estimate is statistically significant when its t-value is high enough to provide a p-value less than the selected level of significance.
Model validation
There are many graphical and numerical tools to assist goodness of fit of a model used with experimental data [33, 34] . The most common approach is to examine the residual.
The histogram plots presented in Figs. 6-8 suggest that the residuals (measured − predicted) of the GN model appear to be normally distributed. This desirable result indicates that the GN model is satisfactory.
Figs. 6d-8d illustrate side-by-side box plots of the residual data of the FCGR models. For the case of 0% pre-strain, at the 0.05 level of significance, using Kruskal-Wallis one way analysis of variance on ranks [34] , no a statistically significant difference was found in the median values of residuals for the FCGR models. The same is true for 3% and 5% pre-strain cases. However, the variability in the residual data obtained from the GC model appears much greater than that from the GP model. In addition, outliers (extreme values) as indicated by the (o) symbols were detected. Due to the small range of the whiskers and length of the box, it may be concluded that the GN model is the most approximating model to the data.
To assess the model goodness of fit, several statistical numerical measures may be checked such as R 2 , R 2 adj , F, S.E., MSE, Schwarz's Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), and Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) [35, 36] . The R 2 statistic is a poor measure for model validation because adding an extra variable to a model will always increase R 2 even if the variable is completely unrelated to the response variable. The R 2 adj statistic adjusts R 2 for the number of parameters in model. A model that maximizes R 2 adj may be chosen. Large value of F, small values of S.E. and MSE indicate that the model explains the data well. Tables 4b-6b suggest that the GP model provides a better fit than the GC. On the other hand, the GN model seems to be the best approximating model to the data.
Effect of R ratio and pre-strain on FCGR
The GN model provides a better fit to the FCGR data when compared with the other two models. Hence, it is used to illustrate the effects of pre-strain and R ratio. Generally, Figs. 9 and 10 show that pre-straining relatively causes an increase in FCGR in the threshold region. However, an increase in pre-strain level has no appreciable influence in the Paris region, since this region is less sensitive to microstructural alterations as a result of the prestrain applied. In the unstable region, an increase in pre-strain from 0% to 5% causes a reduction of 17% in material fracture toughness (Table 3 ) and consequently alters the FCGR. Table 7 shows the results of the threshold stress intensity factor range ( K th ) tests of 7475-T7351 for all cases of prestrain studied. At the same pre-strain condition, K th decreases with increasing the R ratio; for 0% pre-strain, a reduction of 28% in K th is observed with increasing the R ratio from 0.1 to 0.5. At R = 0.1, K th decreases with an increase in pre-strain level; a pre-straining of 5% causes a reduction of 19% in K th . However, at R = 0.5, a clear relation was not found; the average of the threshold values for pre-straining conditions was determined as 1.38 MPa √ m with a coefficient of variation of 0.07. Several researchers have reported the influence of R ratio on near-threshold FCGR in many alloy systems [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . It has been shown that the phenomenon of crack closure plays an important role in near-threshold crack growth. At low stress intensities, crack opening displacements (COD) are relatively small. Thus, any oxide debris or microstructural feature (roughness) with a size comparable to the COD will promote early contact of the crack surfaces and result in crack closure. Moreover, the mode II displacements characteristic of near-threshold crack growth behavior enhances roughness-induced crack closure and accelerates the formation of oxide debris. Consequently, any factor that contributes to minimize the premature contact between the mating crack faces (for example: high R ratio) also contributes to decrease K th . Fig. 9 . Effect of pre-strain on the FCGR in 7475-T7351, R = 0.1, GN model. Different models have been proposed to explain the effect of pre-strain on near-threshold FCGR. One dislocation-based model [15] assumes that K th is determined by the critical stress at the crack tip necessary to operate the nearest dislocation source. The effect of pre-straining is then considered to be due to a decrease of the distance between the crack tip and the nearest active dislocation source. Other dislocation-based model [15] assumes that the crack growth process is a repetition of microcrack nucleation within the slip bands at the crack Fig. 10 . Effect of pre-strain on the FCGR in 7475-T7351, R = 0.5, GN model. tip caused by accumulated fatigue damage. The initially higher dislocation density in the pre-strained materials would intensify the plastic activity in the plastic zone, speeding up the accumulation of fatigue damage in the slip bands. As a result, the internal resistance towards crack advance should diminish and a decrease in K th should therefore occur.
Crack closure can also be used to explain the effect of prestrain on near-threshold FCGR [50] [51] [52] [53] . In this case, the crack closure values of pre-strained materials go down as compared to the corresponding non pre-strained materials. These behaviors might be explained mainly by the change of the surface roughness of fatigue fractures. On the other hand, since crack closure is negligible at high values of R, K th is less affected by pre-strain level at higher values of R.
Fractography
At near-threshold level and at R = 0.1, the scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrographs of fatigue fracture surfaces for the specimen without pre-strain (Fig. 11 ) revealed a flat, faceted appearance that resembles cleavage. The crack apparently follows specific crystallographic planes, and changes directions when it encounters a barrier such as a grain boundary. This mechanism confirms the operation of the phenomenon of roughness-induced closure in this particular region. On the other hand, in the higher K region, the fracture surface was distinctly smoother than at near-threshold level, and ductile striations were the dominant features (Fig. 12 ). These two different mechanisms of crack growth were also observed in the pre-strained specimens at both R ratios.
At near-threshold level and at R = 0.5, the SEM micrograph of fatigue fracture surface for the specimen without pre-strain is shown in Fig. 13 . If Figs. 11 and 13 are compared, it is possible to conclude that higher R ratio promotes a smoother fracture surface. This conclusion indicates a change in the crack closure mechanism. The same result is obtained when the effect of prestrain is considered (Fig. 14) .
Conclusions
Fatigue crack growth rate in pre-strained 7475-T7351 aluminum alloy plate was evaluated in air and at room temperature under constant amplitude loading at stress ratios of 0.1 and 0.5, using compact tension specimens. To show the effect of stress ratio (R) on FCGR, Walker equivalent stress intensity factor model was used. Consequently, generalized Collipriest (GC), generalized Priddle (GP), and generalized NASGRO (GN) models were developed and fitted to the FCGR data. The generalized fitting models may be used to interpolate FCGR for R ratios that were not considered in the testing program, thereby reducing both time and cost. For model validation, different commonly used graphical plots and statistical numerical measures were presented. From the results obtained, the following conclusions can be drawn:
1. The effect of pre-strain may be seen in the unstable region, region III, where the increase of pre-strain leads to decrease material fracture toughness, thereby, increasing the FCGR. The pre-strain has no considerable influence in the Paris region. In the near-threshold region, at R = 0.1, K th decreases with an increase in pre-strain level. On the other hand, at R = 0.5, a clear relation was not found. 2. Both generalized Collipriest and generalized Priddle models fit the FCGR data in a similar fashion. However, the latter provides a better fit than the former.
3. The generalized NASGRO (GN) model provides the best fit to the FCGR data as compared with the generalized Collipriest (GC) and generalized Priddle (GP) models. Therefore, this model may be suggested for use in critical applications, such as aeronautical structural design.
